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Therefore, prior to introducing any of our suggestions for the implementation of more ecologically
sustainable practices at the Beta House, we recommend that the members be educated and involved
in defining sustainability within the boundaries of their food system.

In order to engage in ecologically acceptable
behavior, participants of the UBC food system must recognize the links between the farmer and the
consumer, the pollution and social inequities associated with conventional food production, the
existence of local produce (e.g. the UBC Farm), the availability of sustainability educational
resources (e.g. UBC Campus Sustainability Office) and updated research. It is also important to
recognize and appreciate that the Beta House members have made some attempts to live in a more
environmentally friendly manner. As mentioned above, they recycle beer cans, avoid the use of
disposable dishes, use minimal energy for heat and, waste very little food.
Although this paper is only a reflection of one fraternity house, we believe that our
recommendations can be introduced to other fraternity houses on UBC campus. In order to
successfully implement sustainable changes to the entire fraternity food system, future groups will
have to accept the challenge to make small changes, which can be built upon to eventually make
large changes. In addition, it must be recognized that the impacts of small changes have the
potential to affect not only the local region in which they were made, but on the entire global system.
We hope that future groups will build upon our recommendations and propose systems in which to
sustain them. Although we have chosen to focus on ecological sustainability, future groups will
uncover many opportunities to explore the channels of economic and social sustainability in all
components of the UBC Food System.
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Appendix 1 - Interview Questions

Social
How would you define sustainability?
Do you think your food system is sustainable? Why or why not?
Do you have any suggestions about how it could be more sustainable?
Are you aware that there is a U.B.C. Sustainability Office on campus?
How many people do you serve in a typical day? How many meals?
Who has access to your food service?
How many people are involved in the management of your food system (purchasing/receiving,
preparation, management)?
How do you accommodate individuals with relation to allergies and vegetarians?
How do you decide what foods to buy? Do the residents have any input? What is the goal of
your food service (e.g. is it to provide affordable, nutritious food, or to make a profit?)
Economical
How much storage space do you have (fridge, freezer, pantry) and does this affect how often
you purchase food?
How often do you purchase food?
Who are your food and supply distributors? Do you have contracts with them? Do you do bid
contracting? Do you do group purchasing with other establishments in order to get lower prices?
Do you make an effort to buy local B.C. products, food from the UBC farm or organic food
products? Why or why not?
Do you currently grow any of your food? Would you like to? If so, how would you suggest
going about it?
How do the residents pay for the food (e.g. prepaid food plan?)? Tell me about how the meal
plan operates?
Do you make a profit, or is the money used simply to cover costs?
How many people work in the kitchen? What percentage of your staff are students?
Ecological
Do you have a waste management system in place i.e. Do you recycle or compost? Why or why
not? Does the system work effectively?
Is there a lot of food wasted?
Are disposable dishes available to residents?
Additional
If you could, what would you change about the food system in which you operate?
Is there anything you would like to tell me about your food system, that I haven’t asked?
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